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The Initial Motivation: 
‘Climate Change: Notice Change. Then, Adapt.’

(in other words) ‘Resilience Requires Recognition’ 

 In practice, adaptation is a (tough!) stochastic dynamic technology adoption 
problem that begins with updated climate priors

 How and how well are farmers able to detect a changing climate?
 Subjective experience, limited attention, biased memory (e.g., rosy retrospection)
 Memoria praeteritorum bonorum (“The past is always recalled to be good.”)

 Stochasticity and heterogeneity in smallholder agriculture complicate social learning



The Climate Changed in Morocco:
Did farmers recognize this change?

 An opportunity to study adaptation and learning ex post
How long did farmers take to learn that rainfall distribution had changed? 

How to infer something about these learning dynamics? 

Landscape-level remote sensing, data is much more promising



Can we track the spatial and temporal 
diffusion of  irrigated agriculture in recent 

decades using satellite images?

 Access to (sustainable) irrigation improves resilience to drought 

 Quantifying this effect and evaluating changes requires near real-time monitoring of  
access to irrigation: How do farmers respond to drought and how do these responses 
shape drought effects on food production, food markets and food security?

 How do large irrigation infrastructure projects induce small-scale irrigation 
investments? What impacts do these spatial/temporal patterns have on agricultural 
productivity and resilience?

 Higher temporal and spatial resolution data on irrigation important part of  shifting 
focus from access to water to water use efficiency 



Existing data and methods

 Existing data sets: Moroccan Agricultural Atlas (2008?) and the FAO 
AQUASTAT raster files (~2005)
 Moroccan Agricultural Atlas files are polygons digitized from government report
 FAO AQUASTAT has coarse resolution and depends heavily on reported 

statistics

 Methods: land cover change detection
 2008: Landsat archive becomes freely available
 Previously: use few images, pay for every one
 Now: use them all!

 Irrigation detection: typically, estimate evapotranspiration (ET) on surface
 ET important for water management – increased ET usually means irrigated 

agriculture
 Data intensive, requires ground measurements or expert calibration



Continuous Change Detection and 
Classification (CCDC) Algorithm

 From Zhu and Woodcock (2014)

 Use linear regression (OLS) to fit a 
wave-like sine/cosine function to 
seasonal sensor pattern

 Also includes term for time, so that 
the wave can “slope” up or down

 Achieves very good fit (R2 as high as 
0.6-0.7) from very simple, 
parsimonious model



All 9 Landsat Bands

 Different land types 
have different 
signatures and 
seasonal patterns

 Use coefficients from 
regression equation 
in a random forests 
algorithm to classify 
land types



Response of  NDVI to drought events

In drought years like 2007, NDVI for rainfed land doesn’t rise, but 
irrigated land is relatively unaffected

 In this image, we 
see phenological
response to rainfall

 Seasonal pattern –
greens up following 
rainy season



Including rainfall in the seasonal 
“wave”

 Makes sense for differing response to rainfall. Irrigated land draw 
water from different sources (surface, ground)

 However, CCDC model does not account for potential changes 
in amplitude (height) or wavelength

 We develop equation is same as before, including a measure of  
rainfall availability at time x



Standard Precipitation Index

 Q: How to decide what is good/bad rainfall?

 A: Using a drought index like the Standard 
Precipitation Index (SPI)

 SPI provides a z-score for how much the rainfall 
is above/below normal for a given month

 SPI Procedure:
 Use rainfall product like Tropical Rainfall 

Measuring Mission (TRMM)

 For each month, add up all rainfall for previous 
12 months (can also be 3 or 6, etc.)

 Comparing January against all other Januaries, 
how normal/abnormal is it? (and so on…)



Changing amplitude of  seasonal 
waves

Time step

 Regression fit now accounts for abnormally low rainfall in 2007

 Typical test for influence of  variable in regression is the t-value of  the 
explanatory variable



Results

 Color coded for typical critical values:
 Blue means that lack of  rainfall interrupts seasonal pattern

 Red means that excess rainfall lowers NDVI

 Blue areas trace out rainfed land, red areas trace out water sources

 Comparison with other irrigated data sources:
 Rainfed areas (outside green polygons) seasonal NDVI pattern depends on rain

 Irrigated (green polygons) areas rainfall doesn’t matter

 Correlation of  t-values with FAO AQUASTAT irrigated area is -0.5



Conclusions

 Rainfall affects different types of  agriculture differently, we can exploit that 
spatiotemporal pattern to help distinguish rainfed and irrigated agriculture

 A record of  irrigation expansion will help us understand adaptation and 
learning dynamics, as well as monitor water usage in real time

 Morocco is a good case study because of  the dramatic expansion of  
irrigated agriculture in the past 30 years, but method is possible to duplicate 
anywhere else in the world

 Still to do: 
 Extend to all nine bands
 Bridge methods between CCDC and more traditional ET detection models
 Groundtruthing to train classification algorithms (in Google Earth?)
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